ORIS Small
Bed

ORIS Small
DESCRIPTION
Oris is a bed available in two versions, large and small. The small option features a rectangular padded
headboard, which is considerably larger than the bedframe. Upholstery available in all suitable fabrics or
Soft Touch Leathers in collection; the bedframe is available also in Metallized Dark Green Lacquer. Covers
are not removable.
The headboard is available in three sizes, for which a fixed matching has been selected:
- Smaller headboard (280 x 115h cm) for the160 cm and Queen size mattress;
- Medium headboard (290 x 115h cm) for the 170 cm mattress;
- Larger headboard (313 x 115h cm) for the 180 cm and King size mattress.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
MAT. 160 cm
162x201x30h cm - Inch 63.7x79.1x11.8h
MAT. 170 cm
172x201x30h cm - Inch 67.7x79.1x11.8h
MAT. 180 cm
182x201x30h cm - Inch 71.6x79.1x11.8h
QUEEN SIZE USA
154x205x30h cm - Inch 60.6x80.7x11.8h
KING SIZE USA
195x205x30h cm - Inch 76.6x80.7x11.8h
SH: 55 cm - Inch 21.7

FINISHES

Metallized Dark Green Lacquer

ORIS Small
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Bedframe
Lacquered MDF; inner frame in painted steel, perimeter bars in aluminium.
Headboard
Panel in multilayer wood, rubber and polyurethane foam, covered with fabric.
Painting cycle
Water dye, polyurethane base.
Glues
Vinyl and urea glues.

Maintenance and disposal
Product designed for indoor use. Make sure that the surface does not stay in contact with water or other
liquids, even for short periods. The product is made with finishes subject to deterioration if treated with
unsuitable substances. Always use neutral and creamy cleaning solutions without alcohol or acids. Never
use steel wool or abrasive sponges but a soft wet cloth. Dry thoroughly after each cleaning. The replacement
of damaged parts must be done only with original pieces: in this case, please contact an official Armani/
Casa dealer for assistance. At the end of its useful life, the product must be returned to an authorized
collection center for disposal.

